For the final week of term our theme is “Summer”. We hope these activities will make your home learning fun and engaging. These can be completed individually or as a family!

Reading

Writing

1. Reading a variety of texts at home. This can

1. Design a poster informing people of how to

include reading books, magazines, instruction
manuals or recipes.

Maths

keep safe in the sun.

2. Create your own Summer themed picture

2. Create an acrostic poem for SUMMER.

2. Create your own Summer themed word
search. Add in as many words about the

1. Crack the Summer Code- see sheet below.
using 2d shapes.

Template attached below.

3. What is everyone in your families favourite

3. Write a recount of your favourite Summer.

ice cream flavour? Create a pictogram to

summer that you can think of. An example is

Where did you go? What did you see? Why

show the favourite flavours. Template for

below if you wanted to complete it first.

did you like it? Remember to add in

pictogram is attached below.

3. Choose one of these books with a Summer
theme and write a book review.

amazing adjectives to make your writing
even better.

Mouse’s first summer -

many shapes as possible.
5. Design a treasure hunt in your house,

Spelling Shed

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HrGzpvjeTQE

garden or park. Draw a map and write

Phonics Play

Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunchhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=46wCRq50Wwg

4. Design a sandcastle. Try to include as

Practise Common Exception Word spelling

some instructions to help the person to find
the hidden things. Try to use language like
forward, back, left, right, turn, clockwise,
anti-clockwise, up, down, rotate etc.

At the Beach https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hnvfjxZKjWw

Matheltics
TTRockstars

GetEpic and OxfordOwls provide great reading
content online.
Science
Make an Ocean in a bottle.
Follow the instructions below.

Create balloon rockets across
the garden or in your house.
Instructions are below!

Make ice cream in a bag. The
recipe is below if you wanted

Art/DT/Music

History

Geography

Discussion

Design your own Sun Hat.

Find out about a member of

Think about where you have

Do you like the summer?

Use the template below or

your family’s favourite

been on holiday before or

Why/Why not?

design your own from

holiday when they were

where you would love to go

scratch.

younger. How was it the

on holiday. Find out

What is your favourite

same and how was it

different facts about the

activity to do in the summer

Can you design your own

different to holidays you go

country.

and why?

ice cream sundae? Draw a

on now?

picture and explain why you

Plan your dream holiday.

What foods do you think are

have chosen the different

Pick a country you would

summery?

parts of it.

to try!

Make and fly a kite!

Find out about Victorian

like to visit and plan some

trips to the seaside. How are

things you might do there.

What is your favourite

they different and how are

What would you need to

summer memory?

they the same compared to

pack in your suitcase?

when you go to the seaside
now?

How to make an Ocean in a bottle
You will need:
water
cooking oil (we used canola, but vegetable would work well)
blue food colouring
large clear, plastic bottle (2 litre pop bottle, shampoo bottle, mouthwash bottle etc.)
funnel

What to do:
Fill approximately 1/3 of your bottle with water.
Add several drops of food colouring.
Have your child shake the bottle to disperse the food colouring.
Now, simply top up the bottle with oil.

I filled ours right to the top and then popped the lid on.

Tip the bottle upside down and watch your ocean come to life.
The more you agitate the bottle, the more the bubbly the ocean becomes.
Set your bottle down occasionally to let the bubbles settle, and then start all over again.
Balloon Rocket
You will need:
Balloon
String
Straws
Cellotape
Method:
1) Tie one end of the string to a chair, door knob, or other support.
2) Put the other end of the string through the straw.
3) Pull the string tight and tie it to another support in the room.
4) Blow up the balloon (but don’t tie it.) Pinch the end of the balloon and tape the balloon to the straw as shown above. You’re ready for launch.
5) Let go and watch the rocket fly!

Make your own ice cream in a bag
You will need:
300ml semi-skimmed milk
1 tbsp caster sugar
¼ tsp vanilla extract
1kg ice
6 tbsp rock salt
2 medium zip-seal freezer bags on inside
the other
1 large zip-seal freezer bag
sticky tape

Method:

1) Place the milk, sugar and vanilla into the doubled-up medium zip-seal bags. Close and secure with sticky
tape if the seal isn’t strong.
2) Tip the ice and salt into the large bag, then place the smaller bags inside the larger one, and seal well.
3) You will need to keep the bags moving for 10-15 mins to freeze the milk. Gently throw the bag from hand
to hand or take turns shaking it – it’s a good idea to wear gloves to keep your hands warm!
4) Remove the ice-cream bag, open and scoop into bowls. Sprinkle with hundreds & thousands.

